
JFAC Scoping Committee – July 9, 2019  
 
Scoping Task (from Public Facilities Plan Framework) 
Staff will develop the scope for the PFAC by examining options used by other jurisdictions, analyzing the 
level of detail sufficient for Arlington’s planning needs while recognizing constraints both in resources 
and desired timeline to complete the plan.  This scoping exercise will define key elements1 of the PFAC 
by answering: 

a. County and Schools - How to align planning efforts? Discuss whether the PFAC should be: 
i. A document with a content outline that is agreed upon and for which County and APS staff 

will provide new content, some of which is not currently produced by either agency; 
ii. A document that primarily aligns planning and facilities information produced by the County 

and APS’ Arlington Facilities and Student Accommodation Plan (AFSAP) and the APS School 
Facilities Master Plan, forthcoming in 2021; or 

iii. A combination, hybrid, or other approach. 
b. Comprehensive Plan – Formal element or otherwise? 
c. Content and Specificity – General goals or site-specific recommendations? 
d. Time horizon – a target year and/or population level?  
e. Phasing – How to formulate and maintain a plan that addresses priority needs first, while not 

precluding planning for other uses over a longer time period? How to frame appropriate 
investment levels with incremental use and investment decisions? 

f. Public engagement – When and how will interested individuals, groups, and the broader 
community be engaged as the plan is developed? 
 

Staff will provide JFAC with considerations for evaluating these elements and seek input from JFAC 
throughout the scoping process.   

 
Scoping Committee Agenda Forecast (Strawman Draft for Discussion) 
 

Month Topic(s) 
July Organizational Meeting 

Facility Plan Examples 

August No Meeting 

September Purpose 
Level of Specificity/Detail 
Comprehensive Plan 

October Aligning County and Schools 

November Content (e.g. facility/service types or categories, time horizon, phasing) 

December Public engagement and process 

January First Draft of Scope 

 

                                                           
1 These elements are suggestive and will be expanded and refined as appropriate. 


